The 2019 IEEE Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding Workshop (ASRU 2019) will be held in Sentosa, Singapore, on 14-18 December 2019.

The Organizing Committee of ASRU 2019 is now inviting proposals for satellite workshops, to be held in proximity to the main workshop either in the same venue or on the university campus in Singapore for lower cost.

We welcome proposals on emerging topics that are not fully covered in the main conference, as well as topics of focused interest, including presentations related to international, bilateral projects, or other collaborative projects. We are particularly looking forward also to proposals from the Challenge organizers to hold a satellite workshop as the culmination for participants in the Challenge to describe their systems.

The Satellite Workshop Chair along with the ASRU 2019 team will provide necessary support, including registration and local logistics, to the satellite workshops. If you are interested in organizing a satellite workshop or would like a planned event to be listed as an official satellite event, please contact the Satellite Workshop Chair.

Proposals should include:

- workshop name and acronym
- organizers' name and contact info
- website (if already known)
- date and proposed location of the workshop
- the estimated number of participants
- a short description of the motivation for the workshop
- an outline of the program and invited speakers (if there is any)
- a description of the submission process (e.g. deadlines, target acceptance rate)
- a list of the scientific committee members

Important dates:

- **Proposal Submission Deadline:** 1 August 2019
- **Selection Notification:** 15 August 2019

If you have any questions about whether a potential event would be a good candidate for an ASRU 2019 satellite workshop feel free to contact the ASRU 2019 Satellite Workshop Chair, Dr Sakriani Sakti (ssakti at is.naist.jp).